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**Statements**

1. Scientific Cotton cultivation (SCC) helps in improving economic condition of the farmers. (+)
2. Traditional cotton cultivation is more profitable than scientific cotton cultivation. (-)
3. Though scientific cotton cultivation is complex, it is worth to approve. (+)
4. Despite higher cost of cultivation, SCC is worth to prefer due to higher return. (+)
5. Adoption of scientific cotton cultivation is suitable only for the big farmers. (-)
6. I like scientific cultivation of cotton more than other cash crops. (+)
7. I think scientific cotton cultivation is risky task. (-)
8. In spite of higher use of pesticides, scientific cotton cultivation is more profitable. (+)
9. Scientific cotton cultivation is time consuming process, therefore it is difficult to adopt. (-)
10. Adoption of scientific cotton cultivation means act of contrition ultimately. (-)

**Value of Reliability: 0.80**